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pastoral and theological concem exists the church' s proclamation 
of mission today. spite of the fact that theology has found 
expression of the biblical emphasis the Atonement through a of 
the Westem Catholic and Protestant churches have tended to favor some form of a 
forensic penal view of the work of This has resulted the replacement of 
the biblical interpersonal covenant understanding of a as an obedient gift of 
love with an abstract forensic of a as a justice-based penalty. This 
has resulted a judgmentJjustice vision of the God of grace and holiness. The bibli-
cal view of reconciliation as a restoration of regenerative interpersonal feHowship 
with God, covenant renewal, that is grounded God' s nature of holy love and 
which new vitality to the divine-human relationship is minimized. Particularly 
since the of Fundamentalism the late 9th and early 20th century has the penal 
view to nearly exclusive prominence, so much so that Hybels, pastor of the 
largest church can say, "The penal substitutionary view of the atonement 
that died as the penalty for sins is the evangelical position this issue.'" 

The Wesleyan theological tradition has increasingly been inf1uenced by numer-
ous Reformed concepts. example of this shift is the exclusive emphasis the 
penal substitutionary atonement theory developed by John Calvin that has become 
nearly universal among popular evangelical Christianity, both reformed and 
Wesleyan. Such views tend to interpret the work of only as a punishment 
which assuages God' s wrath against humanity, thus releasing it from its death sen-
tence for the treachery of Adam and his race. The thesis of this paper is that the use 
of a biblical covenant understanding of work of salvation as 
covenant renewal and restoration of the divine image is a more satisfactory 
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hermeneutic for understanding the atonement, particu1ar1y from a Wesleyan perspective, 
than are any of the other taken iso1ation. Wes1ey himse1f thought 
terms compatib1e with covenant ideas, a1though he did not deve10p that perspective as 
the integrating of his theo10gy. This author believes that the use of covenant inter-
personal allows the constructive development of a Wesleyan theo10gica1 per-
spective that overcomes the weaknesses of the Reformed penal substitution theory, the 
ec1ectic quasi-Anselmian atonement views of Wes1ey's satisfaction emphasis, as well as 
those the Grotian govemmental tradition. Furthermore, the pastoral problems of lega1-
ism, obsession with guilt, and disillusionment associated with the pena1 views call 
for different ways of presenting the Atonement. 

INFLUENCES WESLEY THEOLOGY 
Wesley's associates tended to gravitate toward the Grotian governmenta1 view. 

However, Wesley himself tended to become somewhat more eclectic his approach, 
moving the direction of a more Anselmian satisfaction position that views Christ' s 
work as a payment of human indebtedness rather than as a pena1ty. The first concern 
faced by Wesley and others who sought to adapt some form of the pena1 view to an 
understanding of s work of salvation was how to maintain the balance between 
divine initiative and human accountability salvation. While the pena1 views focused 
a1most exc1usively the objective work of propitiating God' s wrath so that the sinner 
might be re1eased from the guilt and punishment of sin, a full bib1ica1 understanding of 
salvation should include an emphasis both sanctification and growth grace. 
Furthermore, the pena1 views focused Christ's role being the substitute recipient of 
humanity' s capital punishment for its treachery its disobedience of God' s c1ear com-
mands the Garden. This penal emphasis that deals on1y with the consequences of sin 
often results what Dallas Willard calls "sin management,"2 rather than growth grace. 

Wesleyan view of atonement must ask the questions, "Can God do nothing with sin 
but forgive it? Can God not break its power as well?" The bib1ica1 and theologica1 reso1u-
tion of this concern rests squarely one' s interpretation of the doctrine of the 
Atonement of 

number of Wesleyan theologians have expressed concern over whether Wesley's 
modified Anselmian view of pena1 satisfaction is, fact, adequate to support the soteri-
ology he proclaims. While his associate, John Fletcher, held a more Reformed penal sub-
stitutionary view,1 many other Wesleyan theologians since the 18'" century have sought 
other alternatives because of the and implications of the penal 
view.4 Ray Dunning has argued convincing1y that Wes1ey fought a continua1 batt1e 
against the implications of his atonement view.5 Other Wes1eyans were drawn to some 
version of the Governmental view the Christus Victor idea of s cosmic victory 
over the spiritua1 forces of Satan, thus humanity from its enslavement.6 

However, these governmenta1 views have tended to ref1ect some form of the penal 
of the Atonement, since the payment of a judicial penalty is necessary for 

the restoration of cosmic governmental order? Furthermore, a sobering number of 
have chosen rather to abandon the idea of the sacrificial death of Jesus 

as the foundation of the reconci1iation between a 10st humanity and a saving God. The 
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tendency has been to reject not only the penaI of Atonement as some form of 
divine child domestic abuse,B but to identify the penal theory with the violence associ-
ated with Christ' s death, and abandon the entire concept of the Atonement altogether, 
as Bishop joseph Sprague and others, such as radical feminists Nakashima Brock 
and Rebeccah Parker, have done.9 Other non-WesIeyans the pacifist tradition have 
attempted to develop, with problematic degrees of success, a non-violent concept of the 
Atonement an attempt to maintain the orthodox foundation of the Atonement the 
death of but avoid the elements of violence that are associated with 

The use of the forensic imagery of the Iaw courts as a template for organizing the bib-
data atonement and salvation seems a motif. And it is certainly 

true that somehow through the cross of God puts us the relationship 
to himself. Whether this "putting right" through Christ's death can be most faithfully pre-
sented through Westem Roman, ''Latin, forensic models of and penitential law 

through the of covenant Law is a issue. Furthermore, 
making the theological and pastoral leap from the idea of the penal death of to 
the spiritual formation and sanctification process the Christian disciple has also 
required an effort that has often been considered too great. This tendency to find the 
theological foundation for salvation the various penal interpretations of the 
Atonement is, believe, part responsible for the present of holiness preaching 

Wesleyan pulpits It is not immediateIy apparent to the person the pew 
(or the that the death of functioning to appease the divine wrath of God 
translates readily into the of and peace and unconditional for-
giveness. humanity' 5 experience has been redeemed and transformed through 
its identification with Christ his work of covenant restoration of the image of 
God the community of faith. [n order to the problems for WesIey's theology 
that may be created by reliance the forensic penal approaches to the 
Atonement and to suggest valuable resources for spiritual formation, a analy-
sis of key atonement models is order. l2 

CLASSICAL MODELS 

scarcely a hundred years after the Apostolic Age, Irenaeus estabIished the earli-
est framework for theology through the exposition of the central ideas of the 

faith. He understands s work as identifying with and humanity' s 
relationship to God Latin, the term literally means "reheading, 
"providing a new head," the sense of providing a new source Through his 
identification with humanity his incamation, recapitulated, "summed 
himself," all of humanity, so that what humanity had lost Adam (the image of God) 
could be recovered himself. l4 He says: 

He entered into death so that as he was raised from death, we would be aIive 
him (Rom. 6; Eph. 2:5) . .. He was identified with us death resulting from 

sin order that we might become identified with him his to new 
life. other words, he bemme lihe us that we might become him.l5 
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restoring humanity to the image of God, Christ recovers our destiny of the vision of 
God and communion with him.16 Irenaeus says the entire redemptive work is accom-
plished by the Word through the humanity of Christ as his instrument, for it could not be 
accomplished by any power other than God himself. The obedience of Christ is thus not 
a human offering made to God from man' s side, because from beginning to end God 
Himself is the effective agent who, through the Word of God incarnate, enters into the 
world and human experience, order to reconcile it to himself. Atonement and incama-
tion are inseparably as are the Father and Son, this process.17 There is much 
here that can enrich the foundations for Wesley's soteriology. 

CHRlSTUS VICTOR-GUSTAF 
Another prominent view of atonement that has more recently been attractive to some 

and which has its roots ancient orthodox tradition is the dramatic, classic, Christus 
Victory theory of Gustaf Aulen. Modifying the Latin ransom motif, he sees Christ cos-
mic combat with the powers of darkness. Aulen sees the atonement not as a legal transac-
tion juristic sentence, as the Latin and Swiss/German Reformed and Lutheran tradi-
tions, does he see Christ merely as an inspiring example of love, as the 
Abelardian/Eastern Orthodox traditions. Instead, Christ is the cosmic champion who 
overcomes the evil forces that hold humanity bondage. Christ has met the cosmic 
forces of evil their ground, history where they were entrenched, order to 
break their power. Through his work we may sing, all this we are more than con-
querors .. . (Romans 8:37, KJV)18 [n Christ, God "having disarmed the powers and 
authorities, he made a public spectacle of them, triumphing over them by the cross" (Col. 
2: 15 NA5V). Church of the Nazarene theo10gian William Greathouse calls this theory 
"one of the most inf1uential treatments of the atonement to appear our time.' He says 
further, ''Aulen has done the church a service rescuing the dramatic view of Christ' s 
work and restoring it to its rightful place as a New estament representation of the atone-
ment."19 

FORENSIC MODELS 
The forensic models of the atonement grew out of the Latin theology of ertullian, 

Cyprian and others who developed the theology of the penitential system of the transfer 
of merits that the Protestant Reformers such as Martin Luther and John Calvin objected 
to so strenuous1y.20 [t was from the categories of Roman 1aw that Western theology, 
which boasted more than its share of lawyers, drew the conceptual categories and vocab-
ulary of the sacrament of penance and the ideas of justice viewed terms of punish-
ment, merit, satisfaction, and absolution. Even though Christ alone, not the believer, pre-
sented those merits the Protestant understanding, the satisfaction of a divine legal 
accounting process still underlies the penal substitutionary understanding of the atone-
ment of Christ the Protestant tradition. The idea that superf1uous merit can be trans-

from one person to another comes Cyprian, and the way is prepared for 
the Latin theory of atonement (penal theory) 21 
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SATlSFACTlON-ANSELM 
Working from this medieval understanding of "satisfaction, Anselm of Canterbury 

033-1 109) developed the substantially different approach to the doctrine of the 
atonement after the millennium of Christianity' 5 existence. God iS presented as a feu-
dal overlord with humanity as his vassals a socially hierarchical sys-
tem. Anselm saw the atonement as a restoration of God' 5 offended honor by the merito-
rious and supererogatory obedience offered by Christ behalf of humanity. The obedi-
ence of Christ' 5 had merit to make amends for the dishonor brought 
God's name by sinful humanity.22 Anselm sin terms of a debt toward God, 
who iS not free to leave sin unpunished because His justice requires its punishment. 
Humanity owes a satisfaction to restore God' 5 honor, but because of the greatness of the 
offense against God, there iS human ability to repay a debt that iS greater than all 
humanity' s ability to satisfy. Furthermore, Anselm said that for God to forgive SinS out of 
compassion without satisfaction punishment iS impossible: 

It iS not for God to pass over anything his kingdom undercharged ... 
It iS therefore, not proper for God thus to pass over sin unpunished.23 

That honor, then, that has been taken away from God must be repaid, punish-
ment must follow order for God to be just to himself.24 Thus, the dishonor perpetrat-
ed God must be restored by the compensation of Christ' s obedience, which is pro-
pitiatory and meritorious. 

Using the Roman legal ideas of satisfaction derived from ertullian, C yprian, and the 
legal sanctions of the penitential system that clearly have their basis Roman juristic cate-
gories of justice, Anselm develops them into their fullest Scholastic forms. He attempts to 
preserve the unity between Christ and the Father by showing that Christ' 5 satisfaction is a 
freely given act of obedience, rather than a penalty that is coerced.25 However, it is 
to see how he avoids presenting the atonement as a legal, transactional event based a 
quid pro quo exchange of merits, which the of the Son of God is of such value that it 
outweighs the accumulated debt of human sin?6 

the focus the objectivity of the honor of God, Anselm thus minimizes the subjec-
tivity of the restoring of relationships between humanity and God27 His view tends to 
equate salvation with the rernission of a debt, and minimizes the sense of participation 
the experience of Christ and emphasizes the love of God forgiveness by 
treating it as a rational cause rather than a relationship. 

Anselm thus allows the issues of legal satisfaction to overshadow the truth that the 
love of God is objective and "persists spite of all that sin can do, and has for its end 
nothing less than the reconciliation of sinful men with God the harmony of a restored 
mutual love," says Vincent aylor.28 Instead, his rationalist approach deduces the rational 
necessity of the death of Christ, since logical necessity requires that God be reconciled 
with creation. It is a law-based theory, but the law is expressed terms of the Latin 
forensic penitential system infused with the feudal perspective of power and hierarchy, 
rather than the biblical covenant understanding of Law based the relationship 
between the covenant community and God. This Western view of law has continued 
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even after the Reformation, and as says, "Protestantism has often preceded more 
the spirit of Western law than the gracious spirit of biblical covenant, which is 

revealed most fully the saving work of 
Even with these shortcomings, Anselm' s satisfaction theory became immensely popu-

lar the later medieval and with some modifications became the main theory 
advanced by the Protestant Reformers the form of the penal substitution theory of 
atonement. With the rejection of rationalistic Scholasticism by the Reformers and their 
emphasis by faith alone, another of the atonement was called for. 30 

PENAL CAL 
Apparently, the Westem European legal tradition and Latin theological of 

the Protestant theologians was so deeply rooted that they were unable to reconceive the-
ology any altemative way to the forensic understanding. The conception of of 
righteousness offsetting the demerits of sin humankind made it necessary for the 
Reformers, and particularly the later Protestant orthodoxy, to formulate their conceptions 
of around the economic idea of a substitutionary payment of penalties for trans-
gressions against God based the of Since justice is served only when the 
accounts balance, the of atonement was submitted to allow justice to 
quantify the amount of needed to balance the celestial books by using the of 
the death of The other altemative to a particular atonement was univer-
salism, since were infinite, all of humanity's penalties would be paid.3l 

This seems radically out of step with the Old estament system of offered as a 
gift of obedience to make atonement to maintain the covenant community 
to GOd.32 The were not construed as payments of penalty for sin, since an ani-
mal was certainly not the equivalent value of a transgression against the God of 
the covenant. Furthermore, it does not appear that the forensic has based its inter-

of legal metaphors the Hebrew covenant foundations that were 
central to Paul' s theology, but the system of forensic accountability that found 
its fullest expressions the medieval system of penitential This overlooks the 
interpersonal covenant accountability that was present the Hebrew covenant Law ver-
sion of forensic expression found the the rabbinic and the theology of Paul. 

GOVERNMENT THEORy-Huco GROTIUS 
response to the penal views of atonement, effective were 

made that shook the very foundation of the penal views. pointed out that satisfac-
tion and pardon are incompatible. Furthermore, the critics said, s does not 
meet the demand of satisfaction, because sinners deserve eternal death, and did 
not suffer etemal death, but temporal death. 33 Anselm would have rejected the latter 
tique, because even temporal death for the divine Son of God more than compensates 
for the etemal death of all humanity. the face of the increasingly effective attack the 
penal theory by the Socinians, Hugo Grotius altered the penal theory by defining justice 
as a need for orderly govemment a moral universe, rather than as the intemal need for 
God to administer penalties the offending parties. The governmental 
view thus reflects an Arminian concern to understand the atonement a way that does 
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not necessitate a limited atonement, as the penal model of Calvin, 
require a penitential maintenance of spiritual graces, as the Anselmian version. 
However, this view maintains the necessity of a previous satisfaction of God' 5 wrath as a 
prerequisite for the forgiveness of sins.34 However, for Grotius, Christ's suffering is penal, 
but voluntary, and the example of Christ' 5 passion deters sinners from continuing a 
path which disrupts moral order by the moral influence of fear. 35 

Some Arminian theologians tended to follow govemmental theory with some 
changes. The Arminian Curcellaeus emphasized the idea of rather than satisfac-
tion of wrath through punishment, thus describing the priestly work of Christ as propitia-
tory, but not penal. He says, "Christ did not therefore . .. make satisfaction by suffering all 
the punishments which we had deserved for sins." This the strict govem-
mental approach and emphasized the priestly work of Christ as propitiatory, but the 
sense of a gift.36 

MODIFIED PENAL WESLEY 
Christ is the Second Adam who represents all makes himself an offering for 

sin, bears the iniquities of the human race, and makes satisfaction for the sins of the 
whole world. His Notes on the New Testament also show that Wesley understood Christ's 
death as a punishment due to us because of sins.37 Death, the penalty of the old 
covenant (more less) all mankind. Wesley speaks of Christ purchasing humanity' 5 

redemption and that his life and death involve a "full, perfect, and 
oblation, and satisfaction" for the sins of all humanity. Furthermore, says Collins, Wesley 
interprets the language Romans 3:25 as "propitiation,' rather than "expia-
tion," and he took issue with William Law for the latter' 5 use of "expiation" and claim 
that God does not have wrath anger toward humanity that must be appeased.38 

Although Wesley did not equate divine anger with human wrath vengeance, he 
did see God' s anger as being motivated by love for the sinner and as a foil that enables 
humanity to more fully appreciate God's love.39 And while Wesley did believe that 
humanity has contracted a debt to God that it is unable to pay, he rejected the implica-
tion that satisfaction was made to the divine law, because he objected to the 
tion of law as a "person injured and to be Christ is the Second Adam who 
represents all mankind, makes himself an offering for sin, bears the iniquities of the 
human race, and makes satisfaction for the sins of the whole world. The complete and 
ongoing nature of Christ's work is emphasized Wesley's emphasis the totality of 
salvation Christ's roles as Prophet, Priest, and 

None of the penal models presented by Anselm, the Reformers, the Govemmental 
model provide adequate basis the Atonement for the transformation of the image of 
God and growth and holiness this life. The concem of a forensic model 
is the removal of guilt, not the transformation of and restoration of moral like-
ness to God. AS. Wood is agreement with William R. Cannon and Albert Outler 
noting that while Wesley held a penal view of atonement, he did not set the atonement 
inside a legal framework which God is made subject to an etemal, unalterable order of 

This is what makes WesIey's view for the penal theories by 
tion set the atonement within a legal framework of "unalterable justice. 
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Anselm' 5 satisfaction model, as well, though it uses the medieval Code of Honor as its 
background, is built the Catholic penitential system that is inherently forensic and 
Latin at its core. That is why the satisfaction and substitutionary implications are incom-
patible with the biblical covenant understanding of the Law as the interpersonal, 10ving, 
framework of God' 5 boundaries of covenant fellowship, reconciliation, and accountability. 
The Western abstract forensic justice views of the law, as has been shown, tend to 
obscure how God' 5 wrath toward sin is based his 10ving desire to protect the covenant 
community and to prevent his creatures from violating its divine expectations the 
covenant Law. The forensic tradition with its substitutionary understanding of 
invariably expresses the outcome of Christ' S saving imputational terms. This 
leads them, Wesley thinks, to ignore attention to holiness, which involves conformity to 
the law of GOd.43 It is at this point that the imputational substitutionary and transference 
understanding of the of Christ falls short of Wesley's soteriological goals. Wesley 
says: by means implies that God regards us contrary to the actual nature of 
things, that he accounts us better than we really are, believes us to be righteous when 
we are unrighteous."44 covenant-based understanding of the of Christ as 
cial with humanity absorbing the effects of the deadly results of sin avoids the 
liability of the imputational penal models which depict Christ as obeying the law as a sub-
stitute for humanity and imputing his own merits to them for their salvation. This provides 
a strong basis for a view of salvation that understands Christ's work as a atone-
ment of covenant renewal which the rinity participates, and which involves the 
believer a vital with Christ and restoration of the divine image that is grounded 
the theology of the New Testament and recalls [renaeus' "divine exchange."45 This restored 
covenant relationship is righteousness. The imputation-impartation debate becomes 
vant when the biblical model of as renewed covenant is restored and 
the Westem Latin penitential forensic model is seen appropriately as a Westem cultural 
contextualization. It tends to divorce salvation from the interpersonal relational ideas of the 
covenant community and replace them with Roman forensic language which evolves 
through the penitential system into an economic penitential and merit-based understanding 
of salvation a /a Tertullian, Cyprian, and Aquinas4 6 

atonement theology that is consistent with Wesley's biblical emphases both justi-
and of heart and life by faith would provide a more adequate basis 

for these of the work of Christ. 

11. BIBUCAL CONCEPT OF 
Perhaps the most central theological integrating motif of Scripture is the concept of 

covenant'7 Barth, for example, views the divine covenant with humanity to be the 
"internal basis of creation."48 Some 300 times the word occurs the context of 
relationships and expectations between God and Israel.49 While covenants such 
as those with Moses, Abraham, and David are presented, it is the generic context of 
covenant interpersonal relationships that God's fellowship with lsrael is most clearly 

Israel's obedience to the ancestral covenant obligations enabled them to avoid 
the sense of arbitrariness often found elsewhere, and every breach of the covenant 
expectations was a personal offense against God. 5I The covenant Law formula served 
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the to give authenticity to the expectations God placed Israel to enable them to 
maintain the covenant relationships. 

WhiIe the case for "expiation" cannot be fuIIy presented this the most consis-
tent theological meaning of "atonement" seems to be an that restores a rela-

to God through grace, as Hartley, Birch, Brueggemann and others At issue 
is whether there is a need to appease God order to induce Him to forgive the 
sinner. The key to this interpretation is the nature and meaning of the the 

The theology presents God as the one who provides the sys-
tem and takes the through the covenant at Sinai. The 
text does not say that God needs to be reconciled. It is the sinners who need to be!S3 
Through with the laying of hands and it to the 
the offerer changed in his attitude to God from disobedience to obedience and repen-
tance. The animal is thus not a substitute penalty for the sinner, but the representative of 
him.S4 The becomes the sinner to God repentance as a response 
to God' s This forgiveness is thus not a but it resuIts 
the actua! of the interpersonaI between God and humanity. The reaI 

the offerer is himself as the true and the animal is accepted by 
God as the token of His of the offerer who has identified himseIf with it, and 
thus forgives the sinner of his offenses. The significance of this understanding of 
and covenant renewaI is seen its to the of the cross as God' s 
story of loving 

The Atonement of Jesus as it is interpreted according to the bibIical model of 
covenant sacrifice, therefore, involves a profound understanding of his Incarnation 
becoming fuIIy human to the point of taking himseIf aII the of the fallen 
human race, even the of the death from sin. He thus takes him-
self the of humanity and becomes its to God. this identifi-
cation with humanity through his divine Iove and grace, as the Second Adam is abIe 
to act for humanity and with it its destiny of death, its (( 
Pet. 3: 13-22). However, since he humanity' s death, humanity also 
pates his (Rom 6; Pet. and 3). As the God-Man, he represents humanity 

Ieading it back to repentance, obedience, and reconciliation with God, and through his 
sacrificia! obedience to God's wiII (of which he is a part), humanity thus reflects the 
covenant obedience God desires and is brought back into covenant fellowship with God 
through its faith-union with Christ. Through its participation by faith Christ' s own 
covenant humanity is restored to its covenant with God and is 
reconciled and restored to the divine image through the s presence 
and activity. It is this covenant-based foundation for atonement 
that resuIts growth grace and Christlikeness consistent with WesIey's vision of hoIiness 
of heart and Iife, whiIe avoiding the and psychological problems often associated 
with the unresolved guilt and Iegalism of the penal model. And it is a concept that can be 
utiIized as the redemptive that communicates the redemptive interpersonal story 
of to a and experience-based postmodem community that is 
unfamiIiar with and resistant to the penalty-based understanding of 
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